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ABSTRACT: We explore the consequences of nonthermal plasma-activation on product yields in catalytic ammonia synthesis, a reaction that is equilibrium-limited at elevated temperatures. We employ a minimal microkinetic model that incorporates the influence of plasma-activation on N₂ dissociation rates to predict NH₃ yields into and across the equilibrium-limited regime. NH₃ yields are predicted to exceed bulk thermodynamic equilibrium limits on materials that are thermal-rate-limited by N₂ dissociation. In all cases, yields revert to bulk equilibrium at temperatures at which thermal reaction rates exceed plasma-activated ones. Beyond-equilibrium NH₃ yields are observed in a packed bed dielectric barrier discharge reactor and exhibit sensitivity to catalytic material choice in a way consistent with model predictions. The approach and results highlight the opportunity to exploit synergies between nonthermal plasmas and catalysts to affect transformations at conditions inaccessible through thermal routes.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A fundamental goal in catalysis is to obtain high yields of desired products at high production rates. In thermally driven catalytic systems, the reaction conditions under which this goal can be accomplished are constrained by the kinetic activity of the catalyst and the thermodynamics of the reaction. For many important reactions, these constraints can only be satisfied at severe conditions, particularly if they involve the transformation of unreactive molecules. As an example, consider the ammonia synthesis reaction from dinitrogen and hydrogen, N₂ + 3H₂ ⇌ 2NH₃. This reaction is exergonic at near-ambient conditions (ΔG°(298 K) = −32.8 kJ mol⁻¹); thus, high yields are thermodynamically possible, but typical heterogeneous catalysts are inactive near ambient temperature.¹,² Increasing the temperature into the regime in which catalytic turnover rates become appreciable also pushes the equilibrium of the exothermic reaction toward reactants, so that elevated pressures and recycle are necessary to achieve practically useful yields. Typical industrial-scale NH₃ synthesis processes thus operate at temperatures in the range 700−800 K and pressures in the range 100−200 atm.¹,²,³

Recent reports have shown that ammonia synthesis can be performed at milder temperatures and pressures (~673 K, 1 atm) when catalysts are operated alongside nonthermal plasmas.⁵⁻²⁰ Such plasmas are characterized by a nonthermal distribution of energy between different degrees of freedom, such that high populations of reactive species (e.g., vibrationally or electronically excited molecules, as well as radicals and ions) are accessible without significantly increasing the bulk gas temperature.²¹⁻²⁴ In particular, nonthermally activated N₂ species can experience lower dissociation barriers on a catalyst surface.²⁵⁻³⁰

In previous work, we considered the consequences of nonthermal N₂ excitation on ammonia synthesis rates using a microkinetic model.¹⁶ This model augmented well-established thermal catalytic ammonia synthesis steps with the dissociation of plasma-activated N₂ at the catalyst surface to predict volcano curves for NH₃ synthesis rates under plasma-stimulation. The model assumed the presence of a steady-state, nonthermal distribution of vibrationally excited molecules, parametrized on the N₂ vibrational temperature extracted from optical emission spectroscopic measurements of a dielectric barrier discharge (DBD) plasma.¹⁶,¹⁷ Model predictions indicated that (1) nonthermal excitation of N₂ lifts the volcano, such that NH₃ synthesis rates per reaction site at mild conditions may approach those at thermal Haber−Bosch conditions, and (2) the optimal catalytic material shifts from Fe and Ru toward intrinsically less reactive materials, like Co or Ni. Additionally,
the model suggested that terrace sites on metal nanoparticles, which are inactive in thermal catalysis, may also become active in a plasma environment. These model predictions were qualitatively consistent with plasma-catalytic kinetic experiments performed in a differential flow DBD reactor, which showed elevated site-time yields of NH₃ at atmospheric pressure and 438 K, as well as a shift in optimal catalyst material.[16,18]

Site-normalized rates are intrinsically difficult to compare across catalysts because of their sensitivity to the identification and enumeration of reaction sites. Yields relative to bulk equilibrium, in contrast, are readily and unambiguously observable. A potential implication of nonthermal plasma-assisted reaction acceleration is access to product yields that exceed limits based on apparent bulk thermal equilibrium.[34,31,32] This “beyond-equilibrium” phenomenon has been observed in plasma-enhanced catalysis of the endothermic dry reforming of CH₄ with CO₂. In this case, product yields are observed to exceed equilibrium yields at low bulk gas temperatures in the presence of plasma with or without catalysts.[24,33–46] The contributions of the catalyst and plasma to observed product yields in the apparent equilibrium-limited regime are unclear. Product yields are typically observed to increase with increasing plasma power[34,37,39–44,47] but are insensitive to[35,37] or even decrease with increasing bulk gas temperatures.[38] Similarly, the introduction of catalyst packing into the reactor is reported sometimes to enhance[19,41,44,47–49] and sometimes to diminish overall yields[34,37,40,45,46,48,50] relative to plasma alone. Additionally, apparently beyond-equilibrium effects on product yields for endothermic reactions like dry reforming are difficult to disentangle from local heating (hot spots) of the catalyst surface or reactor walls by the plasma.[22,51]

To address this gap in understanding of the coupling of catalyst and plasma on observed yields in the apparent equilibrium-limited regime, here we propose an extension to the previously reported plasma catalysis microkinetic model[16] to predict trends in product yields and compare them to laboratory nonthermal plasma-catalytic experiments. In order to make the model tangible and to avoid the complications of interpreting experimental results for an endothermic reaction, we develop the model and perform experiments to test predictions in the context of exothermic NH₃ synthesis. We replace the steady-state approximation on plasma-generated nonthermal N₂ vibrational distributions with an explicit kinetic treatment of the rate of plasma-stimulated generation of excited species. We exercise the model across a range of conditions and assumed catalyst types to highlight conditions under which conversions can be expected to exceed apparent equilibrium and to explain the material choice on these excursions. We show that beyond-equilibrium behavior is expected to be most pronounced on materials for which N₂ dissociation is strongly rate-limiting (i.e., materials that bind N weakly) and at temperatures at which thermal rates do not out-compete the rates of the nonthermally excited processes. Plasma-catalytic experiments conducted in a DBD reactor display trends consistent with model predictions. NH₃ yields exceeding the bulk equilibrium limit are observed and are greater on materials with weaker N binding energies (e.g., Pt) that are inactive for thermal ammonia synthesis. Moreover, the experiments highlight the potential to tune performance by independent manipulation of the nonthermal and thermal rates—yields can be increased further past equilibrium by increasing the plasma power but re-equilibrate at high bulk temperatures where the thermal reaction pathways become dominant. The work highlights how nonthermal plasma catalysis offers different performance trade-offs compared to conventional thermal catalysis and offers further support for the contribution of plasma-induced promotion of N₂ dissociation to the observed plasma influence on catalytic NH₃ synthesis rates.

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

2.1. Kinetic Model. Figure 1 shows a condensed scheme for the plasma-catalytic ammonia synthesis reaction. Blue arrows indicate the conventional thermal pathway for ammonia synthesis, which includes the dissociative chemisorption of N₂ onto the catalyst surface followed by its sequential reaction with adsorbed hydrogens to form NH₃:

\[
\begin{align*}
N_2 + 2e^- & \rightarrow 2N^* \\
N^* + \frac{3}{2}H_2 & \rightarrow NH_3 + * \\
N_2 + e & \rightarrow N_2^{(act)} + e
\end{align*}
\]

Here, * represents a catalytic site, and N* represents adsorbed nitrogen. The hydrogenation of N* typically occurs through a series of elementary steps involving the chemisorption of H₂ followed by the reaction of the adsorbed H* with NHₓ* species (where x = 0, 1, 2). For convenience and with no loss of generality, these steps are lumped together in reaction 2.

Here, we assume that the primary plasma influence is to promote N₂ activation. Influences on H₂ activation are neglected, as such steps are accepted to be thermally rapid, consistent with the observed zero order rate dependence in H₂ in plasma-assisted NH₃ synthesis over Ni.[16] During plasma-driven operation, N₂ can be promoted by electron impact to a more reactive form, which we denote as N₂*(act). Reaction 3 is agnostic to the type of excitation—N₂*(act) may be vibrationally or electronically excited, ionized, or even dissociated into N radicals depending on the energy of the colliding electron. In any of these forms, we consider activated...
N\textsuperscript{(act)} to chemisorb onto the catalytic surface (shown by the green arrow in Figure 1) with a smaller activation energy than that for reaction 1.

\[ N_2^{(act)} + 2e^- \rightarrow 2N^* \]  

(4)

Assuming that N\textsuperscript{*} primarily desorbs as ground-state N\textsubscript{2}, reaction 4 becomes an irreversible step. In addition to the heterogeneous reaction pathway through reactions 4 and 2, the reactive N\textsubscript{2}\textsuperscript{(act)} species may participate in homogeneous plasma-phase reactions to form NH\textsubscript{3} as observed in plasma-only experiments (see refs 16, 18, and 24 and experiments discussed below). We write this reaction in a lumped fashion as

\[ N_2^{(act)} + \frac{3}{2}H_2 \rightarrow NH_3 \]  

(5)

The simple scheme depicted in Figure 1 allows us to develop a conceptual picture of plasma-catalytic NH\textsubscript{3} synthesis. Whether NH\textsubscript{3} is formed via thermal or nonthermal pathways depends on the relative rates along these pathways. When the rate of reaction 1, \( r_1 \) exceeds that of reaction 3, \( r_3 \), no benefits of plasma-stimulation of \( N_2 \) are expected; the reaction proceeds along the thermal pathway. Such a situation may arise at low specific electrical energy input, where the rate of plasma-driven activation of \( N_2 \) is low, or at high bulk temperatures, where thermal N\textsubscript{2} dissociation on the catalyst is rapid. Figure 1 neglects the quenching of plasma-activated species, which becomes increasingly important with increasing pressure and temperature. Similarly, nonthermal activation of \( N_2 \) does not impact catalytic reaction rates when the hydrogenation of surface adsorbed N\textsuperscript{*} to NH\textsubscript{3} (reaction 2), \( r_2 \), is slow, as discussed in previous work.\textsuperscript{16}

Plasma-driven reaction pathways become relevant when \( r_1 \ll r_3 \) and \( r_2 \) is not rate-limiting. If the generation of \( N_2^{(act)} \) is slow relative to subsequent heterogeneous or homogeneous pathways, i.e., reaction 3 is rate-limiting, the reaction kinetics of plasma-only and plasma-catalytic operation become indistinguishable. If reaction 3 is not rate-limiting, the reaction is kinetically controlled by either reaction 4 or reaction 5. If \( r_3 \) is fast relative to \( r_{\text{DH}} \), NH\textsubscript{3} is formed predominantly via homogeneous plasma-phase mechanisms, and benefits of plasma-catalytic operation are not expected. This scenario may arise at low temperatures where surfaces are saturated by adsorbates, and higher gas pressures and/or low catalyst loadings, which favor reactive or dissipative homogeneous collisions of the excited states before they arrive at a catalytic site. Based on the above reasoning, the catalyst plays a kinetically significant role when the dissociation of \( N_2^{(act)} \) on the catalytic surface is the rate-limiting step.

The electron impact activation of \( N_2 \) (reaction 3) is the primary driver of the nonthermal chemistry. We can write the net rate of \( N_2^{(act)} \) generation as

\[ r_3 = k_{n_2}p_{N_2} \]  

(6)

Here, \( n_2 \) is the electron density, \( k_3 \) is the electron impact rate coefficient, and \( p_{N_2} \) is the pressure of \( N_2 \). Both \( n_2 \) and \( k_3 \) depend on the characteristics of the nonthermal plasma.\textsuperscript{21} \( k_3 \) is primarily a function of the electron energy distribution function, or the effective electron temperature of the plasma, rather than the bulk temperature.

The rates of the forward and reverse processes in Figure 1 are thus controlled by different physical characteristics of the reacting system. The forward rate can be increased beyond what could be possible thermally by manipulation of the characteristics of the nonthermal stimulus; e.g., increasing the plasma power is expected to increase \( k_1 \) and \( n_2 \) and influence both the concentration of \( N_2^{(act)} \) and its effective activation energy for further reaction. Additionally, because the forward and reverse processes are not connected by the principle of detailed balance, product yields will not be constrained by the equilibrium limitations characteristic of thermally driven reactions.\textsuperscript{52}

To understand the implications of the decoupling of the forward and reverse rates on NH\textsubscript{3} yields, we implement the simple reaction scheme given by reactions 1–4 in a reactor model to trace reaction progress from the kinetic regime to the equilibrium-limited regime. Reaction 5 is not included in the model for simplicity and to isolate the catalytic consequences of nonthermal stimulation of \( N_2 \) on conversions. We model the system as a continuously stirred tank reactor (CSTR) operating at atmospheric pressure and constant volume (1 mL). The CSTR model is invariant in space (OD) and time and is convenient to represent the limiting behavior in the absence of transport or inhomogeneity effects. The reactants are introduced into the reactor in their stoichiometric ratio, with a flow rate of 10 mL min\textsuperscript{-1}. The overall volumetric flow rate decreases with reaction progression, because the reaction proceeds with a decrease in the number of moles. We consider that the reactor is packed with catalyst having only one type of active site (metal steps) with a total site density of \( 10^{15} \) mol mol\textsuperscript{-1}.

We use the nitrogen binding energy (\( E_N \)) as a descriptor to calculate the rates of reactions 1 and 2. The activation energies for these reactions were calculated as a function of \( E_N \) using well-established Bronsted–Evans–Polanyi (BEP) relationships.\textsuperscript{16,53,54} Because the hydrogenation steps are assumed to be unaffected by the plasma, they are treated in a lumped fashion (as written in reaction 2). In this formulation, volcano curves for the reaction rates (see inset, Figure 2) still show the same general behavior as in previous work.\textsuperscript{16,53,54}

![Figure 2](https://dx.doi.org/10.1021/acscatal.0c00684)  

**Figure 2.** Modeled steady-state NH\textsubscript{3} partial pressures in thermal catalysis as a function of bulk temperature. Three catalysts are shown, characterized by strong \((E_N = -1.2 \text{ eV})\), intermediate \((E_N = -0.6 \text{ eV})\), and weak \((E_N = 0.0 \text{ eV})\) nitrogen binding energies. The equilibrium pressure of NH\textsubscript{3} is shown by a dashed line. The inset shows the volcano curve for NH\textsubscript{3} synthesis calculated at 473 K, 1 atm, and 5\% conversion of N\textsubscript{2}.
although modeled rates are overestimated because N* is the only species included in the surface site balance. Further model details are available in Section 4.1 and the Supporting Information.

Figure 2 depicts the steady-state NH₃ pressure in the reactor as a function of the bulk temperature in the thermal catalysis model (i.e., excluding plasma reactions). Product yields are shown for three catalysts selected to span different characteristic regions (i.e., strong, intermediate, and weak N binding energies) of typical volcano curves. The catalyst that binds N with intermediate strength (Eₙ = −0.6 eV) sits at the top of the volcano curve (see inset) and provides the optimal balance between N₂ activation and its subsequent hydrogenation. This material thus displays the highest NH₃ yields of the three catalysts in Figure 2 at the specified reactor conditions. Ammonia yields increase with temperature until approaching the equilibrium limit, beyond which they follow the thermal equilibrium curve of diminishing NH₃ productivity with increasing temperature.

We next elaborate the CSTR model to incorporate activation of N₂ by a nonthermal plasma (i.e., reactions 3 and 4). To simplify the analysis, we include only one activated state in the model. Further, we assume that, upon excitation to this state, the N₂ dissociation barrier is reduced by 1 eV, corresponding to roughly three N₂ vibrational quanta. The extent to which the barrier is reduced is arbitrary and does not alter the qualitative conclusions of the work, as discussed in the Supporting Information (Figures S1 and S2).

We take the electron density (nₑ) and the electron impact excitation rate constant (kₑ, reaction 3) to be insensitive to the bulk temperature and gas composition. We scan over three representative values of the product kₑnₑ corresponding to a low, intermediate, and high rate of excitation. We neglect spatiotemporal variations in kₑnₑ. However, we note that, in dielectric barrier discharge plasmas most commonly used for plasma catalysis, electron impact reactions are only expected to occur during short-lived (∼10 ns) filamentary microdischarges, followed by an afterglow period on the order of 1 µs. To roughly account for the short-lived nature of the micro-discharges and the much longer afterglow period, the kₑnₑ values used here are chosen to be smaller than or at the lower limit of the product of the kₑ and nₑ typical of DBD microdischarges (see the Computational Details section). To highlight the maximum possible plasma promotion effect on NH₃ yields, we neglect any potential plasma-promoted NH₃ decomposition pathways to N₂ and H₂. Plasma phase NH₃ decomposition has been reported, and may limit maximum yields. Plasma-activation of NH₃ is not expected to promote decomposition rates on catalyst surfaces, because reactions between adsorbed species are typically rate-limiting in catalytic NH₃ decomposition.

Figure 3 reports the steady-state NH₃ partial pressures as a function of the bulk temperature as predicted by the plasma-on CSTR model for the same three catalysts as above. The representative strong N-binding catalyst along the left leg of the thermal volcano curve (Eₙ = −1.2 eV) is presented in Figure 3a. Because this catalyst readily activates N₂, the reaction occurs via the thermal pathway, and no enhancements in NH₃ production during plasma-driven operation are observed. That is, the plasma-on product pressures correspond with the thermal-only results. During plasma-catalytic operation, the surface remains covered with N up to temperatures as high as 600 K, and substantial amounts of unreacted N₂ remain in the gas phase. These excited molecules could react along homogeneous pathways or relax and equilibrate with the bulk gas. Coupling of plasma and catalyst has no direct benefit in this case.

Figure 3b,c plots NH₃ partial pressures for a material with near-optimal N binding energy for the thermal reaction (Eₙ = −0.6 eV) and for a material selected from the right leg of the thermal volcano curve (Eₙ = 0.0 eV), respectively. In the kinetic regime, the plasma-on models predict enhancements in NH₃ produced over thermal catalysis for both materials if the rate of plasma-activation of N₂ is sufficiently high (kₑnₑ ≥ 10⁻² s⁻¹). Results also indicate that plasma-on product pressures can exceed the bulk thermal-equilibrium limit on both of these materials. Further, the models indicate that the excursion from the thermal equilibrium curve is catalyst-dependent. For the optimal thermal catalyst, NH₃ yields exceeding equilibrium for the optimal thermal catalyst are observed at kₑnₑ = 10⁻¹ s⁻¹, in the temperature window 475–600 K. In this temperature window, the amount of NH₃ produced first increases, reaches a maximum, and then collapses back to the equilibrium line. While the NH₃ yields show similar features as a function of the bulk temperature for the material that binds N more weakly than the optimal thermal catalyst, the degree of excitation required to observe beyond-equilibrium behavior is lower—NH₃ pressures are predicted to go beyond the equilibrium limit for kₑnₑ ≥ 10⁻¹ s⁻¹. Furthermore, the temperature range over which NH₃ pressures exceed the bulk equilibrium limit is significantly wider for this material.
We interpret the temperature-dependence of the NH₃ partial pressures for the two materials above as follows. Plasma-activation of N₂ facilitates its dissociative chemisorption on both materials at low temperatures, but slow hydrogenation at these temperatures limits its conversion to NH₃. Surface sites become available at temperatures ~400 K, resulting in light-off in the NH₃ pressures. Because the nonthermal pathway for N₂ dissociation (reactions 3 and 4) is decoupled from the thermal desorption of N* as N₂ (see Figure 1), product pressures can extend beyond the equilibrium limit. As the bulk temperature increases further, the steady-state partial pressures of NH₃ reach maxima and then decrease as the thermal rates along the reverse pathways become significant. Effectively, NH₃ formed via nonthermal pathways can be kinetically trapped at concentrations in excess of the bulk thermal equilibrium at lower temperatures, and catalysts drive these excess NH₃ yields back toward the bulk thermal equilibrium curve at higher temperatures. Because different catalysts become active for thermal ammonia decomposition at different temperatures, the steady-state NH₃ yields are catalyst dependent. At the temperature where NH₃ pressures converge on the bulk thermal equilibrium curve, the reaction occurs only through the thermal route; i.e., the rate of thermal N₂ dissociation exceeds the one along the plasma-induced pathway, and the net NH₃ yield is limited by the forward and backward rates of thermal NH₃ synthesis and decomposition. The reversion to the equilibrium curve occurs at lower temperature on materials closer to the thermal-only volcano maximum—the thermal rates in both the forward and backward directions are highest for this material.⁶⁰

2.2. Experimental Section. We performed temperature-sweep experiments in a DBD reactor to investigate ammonia synthesis behavior near the equilibrium regime. The reactor was configured in a fashion similar to previous work¹⁶–¹⁸ (further discussed in the Experimental Details section). We introduced the reactants into the reactor at a total flow rate of 40 sccm and a N₂/H₂ ratio of 2:1, which resulted in the highest NH₃ yields as determined in our previous work.¹⁶,¹⁸ Initial experiments were performed to evaluate background contributions, plotted in Figure 4. These background measurements were made in a reactor packed with bare support material (100 mg γ-Al₂O₃), as opposed to an empty reactor, due to the potential of the dielectric packing to influence the discharge characteristics (plasma volume, discharge gap, etc.).¹⁷,²⁴ We note, however, that the empty reactor behaves similarly to the γ-Al₂O₃-packed reactor, as shown in Figure S4.

The bulk reactor temperature was varied between 423 and 1123 K. Reaction performance was evaluated at plasma powers of 5, 10, and 15 W (the maximum allowable by our power supply), corresponding to specific energy inputs of 7.5, 15, and 22.5 kJ L⁻¹. In all experiments, we observed significant background NH₃ production, consistent with previous literature reports.²³,²⁴ Furthermore, NH₃ production increased with increasing reactor temperature, and yields well beyond the equilibrium limit were observed at high bulk temperatures. In both the low- and high-temperature regimes, NH₃ yields increased with increasing plasma power. These experiments demonstrate that the plasma power can be used to manipulate the rates of the nonthermal reactions and drive the reaction further beyond the bulk thermal-equilibrium limit. At all plasma powers, NH₃ yields maximized at about 920 K, after which they decreased.

Figure 4. Plasma background ammonia yields in a DBD reactor packed with γ-Al₂O₃ as a function of bulk reactor temperature. Three powers, including 5, 10, and 15 W, are shown. Reaction conditions: total flow rate = 40 sccm, inlet N₂:H₂ = 2:1. The dashed line shows the bulk thermodynamic equilibrium conversion at the specified reaction conditions.

Next, we performed similar temperature-sweep experiments with the reactor loaded with Ni and Pt catalysts supported on γ-Al₂O₃ (100 mg of material, 5 wt % metal). We selected these materials because both bind N more weakly than the optimal thermal catalyst, Ru²,¹⁶,⁵⁴,⁵⁶,⁶¹ (the N-metal bond strength follows the order Ru > Ni > Pt). Based on the kinetic analysis above, beyond-equilibrium behavior may be observable on these materials. In Figure 5a, we plot plasma-catalytic NH₃ yields on these two catalysts as a function of bulk gas temperature at 10 W plasma power. The corresponding NH₃ yields observed in the plasma reactor packed with only Al₂O₃ are included for comparison. In the low-temperature kinetic regime, the metal-based catalysts behave in a similar fashion—NH₃ yields increased with temperature on both materials, and both materials exhibited enhanced NH₃ production relative to the background. However, in the equilibrium-limited regime, the behavior of the two catalysts diverged significantly. On the Ni catalyst, NH₃ yields fell below those of the background experiment and collapsed onto the equilibrium curve. In contrast, temperature-sweep profiles on the Pt catalyst resembled those of the background experiment—NH₃ yields continued to increase with temperature, significantly exceeding the bulk equilibrium limit, before ultimately decreasing. Pt continued to enhance NH₃ production over the background at higher temperatures until about 1000 K, after which the yields converged.

The hypothesized reaction scheme in Figure 1 and the subsequent kinetic analysis suggest that the collapse of the NH₃ yields in Figure 5a is linked to the reaction proceeding in the reverse direction. To test the hypothesis, we performed thermal NH₃ decomposition experiments at feed compositions comparable to the outlet stream of the background experiment at 900 K (the temperature at which NH₃ yields were the highest). A gas mixture of 0.5% NH₃ and 9.5% He with a balance of N₂ and H₂ in a 2:1 ratio was fed into the reactor. Figure 5b plots the amount of NH₃ converted over the same three materials as a function of temperature. Of the tested materials, Ni/Al₂O₃ is the most active for NH₃ decomposition, lighting off at around 750 K. The decomposition curves for Pt/


**Figure 5.** Ammonia synthesis and decomposition temperature-sweep experiments. (a) Plasma-catalytic ammonia yields in a DBD reactor packed with Al2O3, Ni/−Al2O3, and Pt/−Al2O3. Reaction conditions: total inlet flow rate = 40 mL min−1, N2:H2 = 2:1. (b) NH3 conversion in thermal ammonia decomposition experiments over γ-Al2O3, Ni/−Al2O3, and Pt/−Al2O3. Reaction conditions: Inlet flow rate = 40 mL min−1. Inlet gas composition: 0.5% NH3, 9.5% He, and balance of 2:1 N2 and H2.

γ-Al2O3 and metal-free γ-Al2O3 are nearly identical, lighting off at approximately 900 K. NH3 is not stable at these high temperatures, and we attribute the similarity of the light-off points for these two materials to gas-phase NH3 decomposition (verified by comparison with empty reactor in Figure S5). The correspondence between the temperatures that NH3 decomposition light off in Figure Sb and the collapse in the NH3 synthesis yields in Figure Sa provides strong evidence of the decoupling of the thermally and nonthermally driven processes. Plasma-stimulated reactions allow access to yields of NH3 in excess of bulk thermal-equilibrium limits. These excess ammonia yields can remain kinetically trapped until the temperature at which thermal NH3 decomposition becomes kinetically relevant. The experiments thus support the model inference that the benefits of plasma-assisted NH3 synthesis accrue most greatly for materials on the right (weaker binding) side of the thermal volcano plot, that they promote N* hydrogenation steps, and that performance with increasing temperature is limited by the reverse thermal NH3 decomposition reaction.

3. CONCLUSIONS

The promise of plasma catalysis lies in the potential to carry out chemical conversions at conditions and with efficiencies that are inaccessible by thermal-only catalytic routes. Plasma-stimulation can in principle bypass kinetic bottlenecks in thermal-only catalytic transformations, enhancing net reaction rates and conversions. Here, we explore the consequences of plasma-stimulation across conditions at which thermal reactions become equilibrium-limited, in the context of ammonia synthesis, which under typical conditions is kinetically limited by the activation of N2. We show that the presence of a nonthermally activated reaction channel can disturb the coupling of the forward and reverse rates; i.e., the forward and reverse rate processes balance each other at conditions different from those specified by the bulk thermal equilibrium. As a consequence, reaction products can be kinetically trapped in concentrations exceeding the equilibrium limit, as observed here for plasma-stimulated NH3 synthesis. The contributions of the thermal and nonthermal channels may be independently manipulated by separate control of the bulk temperature and the plasma power (or the specific energy input), respectively. We find that, with increasing plasma power, ammonia yields extend further beyond the equilibrium limit, while yields re-equilibrate at temperatures at which thermal chemistry becomes dominant.

The model and experimental results further indicate that the extent of excursion from thermal equilibrium can be kinetically controlled by appropriate choice of catalytic material. The greatest departures are expected and observed on catalytic materials for which N2 activation is strongly rate-limiting and thus are not optimal under equivalent thermal conditions. The above findings align with and support prior results that show that the greatest potential for kinetic enhancements is on catalysts that bind nitrogen weakly. Because NH3 yields are measured with less ambiguity than turnover frequencies, the directional agreement between the kinetic model and the experiments provides strong evidence of a reaction mechanism that includes contributions from nonthermally activated N2 dissociation. The overall energy efficiency of this process is thus a function of the efficiency at which plasma power is directed into reactant activation.

We chose here NH3 synthesis as a model reaction because it is exothermic; any adventitious heating provided by the plasma will diminish rather than enhance NH3 conversions, and conclusions regarding the influence of plasma-stimulation are thus not confounded by questions of temperature control. Similar concepts are expected to apply to endothermic reactions that are equilibrium-limited at low temperatures, such as methane dry reforming. Here, parallel plasma-promoted reaction channels will cause conversions to exceed bulk equilibrium at low temperatures and approach the thermal-equilibrium limit behavior at higher temperatures, as in fact is observed in experiments.38

4. METHODS

4.1. Computational Details. The ammonia synthesis reaction was modeled with $\Delta H(298 \text{ K}) = -91.8 \text{ kJ mol}^{-1}$. Standard entropies of the gas phase N2, H2, and NH3 were obtained from the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) Chemistry WebBook (http://webbook.nist.gov/chemistry). The microkinetic model for the thermal reactions was developed using the approach of Grabow.55 The rate expressions used for the reaction steps and Brensted–Evans–Polanyi (BEP) relationships used to calculate activation energies are provided in the Supporting Information. To obtain an estimate of typical values of the electron density and the electron impact excitation rate coefficients, we solved the Boltzmann equation for a N2 plasma at a reduced electric field of 100 Td using the online solver at https://us.lxcat.net/. $k_\text{e}$ typically ranges between $10^{-14}$ and $10^{-9} \text{ cm}^3 \text{ s}^{-1}$ depending on the type of excitation (e.g., vibrational or electronic excitation, ionization, etc.), while $n_e$ is typically in the range $10^{14}–10^{15}$.
As noted in the main text, the electron impact reactions are only expected to occur during the short-lived DBD microdischarges, which exhibit spatial and temporal variations across the reactor. We ignore the temporal and spatial variations of the DBD plasma and assume that the product \( k_{\text{react}} \) can be treated as a constant independent of the bulk gas temperature. We scan the CSTR model over a number of representative values of \( k_{\text{react}} \) which are taken to be smaller than or at the lower limit of the product of the \( k_e \) and \( n_e \) values noted above, such that the model can crudely account for the long afterglow periods where the electron density is zero.

### 4.2. Experimental Details

Pt and Ni supported on \( \gamma \)-Al\(_2\)O\(_3\) (5 wt %) were obtained from Riegen Inc. The structural properties of the catalysts were characterized prior to experiments. Surface areas were evaluated with N\(_2\) physisorption using a Quantachrome 2200e instrument at 77 K. The crystallinity of the materials was evaluated using X-ray diffraction (XRD) over 30–70° 2\( \theta \) using a D8 Advance diffractometer and referencing to a standard silicon crystal peak. Metal particle sizes were determined by transmission electron microscopy imaging using a Jeol 2011 electron microscope (images are provided in Figure S3). The average sizes of the Ni and Pt particles were approximately 15 and 2 nm, respectively. All particle sizes were based on at least 300 particles. In addition to physical properties, the number of accessible surface metal sites was evaluated both before and after the plasma reaction via CO pulse chemisorption using a Micromeritics Chemisorb 2750 instrument. Catalysts were pretreated in 20 sccm (standard cubic centimeter per minute) Micromeritics Chemisorb 2750 instrument. Catalysts were pretreated in 20 sccm (standard cubic centimeter per minute) \( H_2 \) at 773 K for 30 min followed by 30 min in 20 sccm \( H_2 \) at 773 K to remove chemisorbed \( H_2 \) and prevent potential polycarbonyl formation during CO adsorption. Characterization information can be found in Table S1.

The reactor is the same as reported previously.\(^{18,38,64}\) The reactor consists of a quartz tube (5 mm internal diameter and 1 mm wall thickness) wrapped in a stainless steel mesh (McMaster-Carr 200-1400) that covers 6 cm of the length of the tube and a 1.5 mm tungsten rod inserted through the center of the tube. Within this setup, the discharge gap is 1.75 mm, and the discharge volume is 1.07 cm\(^3\). The plasma was generated by applying a high voltage from an AC power source (PVM500). Plasma power was maintained from 5–15 W using a driving frequency in the range 21–27 kHz. These conditions were monitored with an oscilloscope (Tetronix TDS3012B) using the Lissajous curve method described previously.\(^{19,40}\) No significant changes in the Q–V curves were observed across the temperature range studied, indicating that temperature did not significantly impact the plasma properties. Gas flow rates into the reactor were controlled using Aalborg GFC 17 mass flow controllers such that the flow rate of each gas could be controlled independently. For reactants, we used 99.999% \( N_2 \) (Airgas NI UHP300), 99.999% \( H_2 \) (Airgas HY UHP300), and 10% \( NH_3 \) in \( He \) (Airgas) with 99.997% \( He \) (Airgas HE HP300) occasionally used as a carrier gas or to purge the system. Gas chromatography (GC) measurements were calibrated using the 10% \( NH_3 \) in \( He \) mixture. The reaction temperature was externally controlled by a furnace over the temperature range 423–1123 K. Temperature was measured using a thermocouple downstream from the discharge zone that was calibrated \textit{ex situ}. For each experiment, 100 mg of material was packed into the reactor. Each catalyst was pretreated at 773 K for 30 min in 20 sccm of \( H_2 \) before data collection. For each experiment the gas residence time of the reactants through the discharge zone was about 1.2 s using a flow rate of 40 sccm. We waited 15 min upon reaching each temperature point measured before doing GC injections in order to ensure that the reactor was at steady state prior to measurement. Each data point is based off of an average of three injections by the GC, and the error bars shown correspond to the standard deviation of these three measurements. Because the experiments were all conducted at low conversions (<4% even at the highest temperature evaluated), the composition of the gas stream was considered constant throughout the catalyst bed (i.e., differential conditions were assumed).

### 4.3. Data Availability

An external Zenodo repository hosts code and raw data.\(^{55}\) The kinetic model and associated utility functions are included as Python files. Model input and calculated results are included in json format. Raw data for the plasma catalysis experiments is included in an Excel spreadsheet. Additional details and python scripts showing how these data files were used to create all the figures in the paper are provided in the Supporting Information.
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